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Quote of the Month
Welcome December! New month, new chapter, new page and new wishes.
May the month give you courage, strength, confidence , patience, self-love
and inner peace. May everyday in December fill your days with Hope, love ,
sunshine and energy. Let there be joy, fun and laughter!

Healthy Eating With Less Salt
Consuming an excess of sodium has been linked to many health concerns, including high blood pressure, heart
disease, and stroke. With the health risks of excessive sodium becoming more apparent by the day, more people are
looking for quick and easy ways to consume less salt.
One of the easiest ways to lower your salt consumption is to eat more fresh foods while limiting any pre-packaged
or canned alternatives. Canned vegetables, for example, despite having the appearance of being a healthy choice,
often contain ten times the amount of salt compared to their “raw” counterparts. Be sure to check labels for sodium
content before buying any pre-packaged foods and opt for the “salt-free” choice whenever possible.
Another way to limit your daily salt intake is to look for healthier alternatives to salt while cooking meals. A simple
switch might include garlic powder instead of garlic salt or onion powder instead of onion salt. Also, by choosing to
use more herbs and spices in your meals, you can quickly lower the salt amount without sacrificing overall flavor.
A third quick and easy way to lower your salt consumption is simply taking the salt-shaker off the table. Although
it’s cliché, it’s true – out of sight, is out of mind. If you really need to add a dash of salt, you can always pop back
into the kitchen and grab the shaker. If, however, you find yourself returning for the salt-shaker more often than
not, try putting it somewhere a little less convenient.
By following a few simple suggestions and making a few easy choices, anyone can eat less salt and enjoy a healthier
lifestyle.
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JUST FOR YOU!

Smile It’s Winter
Q: What did the big furry hat say to the warm woolly scarf?
A: "You hang around while I go on ahead."

Q: Why do polar bears wear fur coats?
A: Because they'd freeze in Hawaiian shirts!

Q: Where do seals go to see movies?
A: The dive-in!

Q: What time is it when a polar bear sits on your
igloo?
A: Time to get another igloo!

Q: What do you get when you cross a snowman with a
vampire?
A: Frostbite!
Q: Why don't mountains get cold in the winter?
A: Because they wear snow caps!
Q: What kind of bird can write?
A: A pen-guin!
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Q: What do you call polar bears that get caught in
the rain?
A: Drizzly bears.

Q: What did the reindeer say to the polar bear?
A: Nothing…reindeer can't talk!
Q: What do snowmen eat for breakfast?
A: Frosted flakes!
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December 2021
Sun Mon

5

12

19

26

6

13

20

27

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

December Birthday
Celebration
Rainier Manor I
3-6pm

Frozen Food
Distribution
Rainier Manor I & II
9:30-12:30pm

7

8

9

10

11

December Birthday
Celebration
Rainier Manor II
3-6pm

Words of
Encouragement
Rainier Manor I
3-6pm

Words of
Encouragement
Rainier Manor II
3-6pm

14

15

16

17

18

Holiday Bingo
Rainier Manor I

Holiday Bingo
Rainier Manor II

Frozen Food Distribution
Rainier Manor I & II

3-6pm

3-6pm

9:30-12:30pm

21

22

Holiday Movie
Rainier Manor II
3-6pm
(All residents

Holiday Game Day
Rainier Manor II
3-6pm
(All residents welcome

28

29

Chair Exercises
Rainier Manor I

Chair Exercises
Rainier Manor II

3-6pm

3-6pm
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Office/Center Closed
at 2:00 PM

23

Office/
Center
Closed

24

25

30

31

1

Happy Holidays
Office/Center Closed
at 2:00 PM

Happy New Year
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